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Abstract: Energy storage is becoming increasingly important as renewable generation sources such 
as Wind Turbine and Photo Voltaic Solar are added to the mix in electrical power generation and 
distribution systems. The paper discusses the basic drivers for energy storage and provides brief 
descriptions of the various energy storage technologies available. The information summarizes 
current technical tradeoffs with different storage approaches and identifies issues surrounding 
deployment of large scale energy storage systems.  
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1. Introduction 

This article outlines some of the applications and issues for energy storage systems in the 
electric utility network. The electric utility industry is under a lot of pressure to reduce emissions and 
control costs while maintaining reliable service to an ever growing customer base. Energy storage 
systems have the potential to resolve some of the problems arising by adapting intermittent 
renewable generation resources to the irregular loads on the grid. An alternate technically feasible 
approach to solving part of the problems of the intermittent nature of wind and solar energy is to use 
geographically diverse sources interconnected to a nationwide transmission network. For example 
the sun rises in the east before it rises in the west and different locations are likely to have cloud 
cover at different times so that probability of some solar power being available is increased with 
geographical diversity. Typical solar radiation at a given location is equivalent to from 4 to 6 at  
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1 kW/m2 per day [1] and another source of energy is needed in the evening and on cloudy days. 
Similarly the wind energy tends to peak in the early evening and in the spring and fall. Peak loads 
tend to occur in the afternoon or early evening and in the summer or winter depending on location.  

However, the principal issues with delivery of electric power to the grid from diversified 
renewable sources are the capital costs and the difficulty of building the transmission networks 
required to connect the power to the loads. The capital investment required to completely integrate 
wind and solar assets through a nationwide distribution network may be beyond the financial 
capacities of the utility industry. The political and territorial imperatives of the various regulatory 
agencies that control the industry currently present nearly impossible project authorization and 
implementation barriers to a nationwide distribution network. Transmission line permitting currently 
takes up to10 years or more to achieve in just a small area of the country like Wyoming. Storage 
systems may simply take less time and money to implement. 

This paper is designed to serve as an introduction to energy storage and some of the problems in 
integrating wind and solar energy to the electric power grid. There are a verity of extensive reviews 
for energy storage including references [2–5]. 

Nearly all electrical power is “manufactured” from the energy stored in other forms. Much of it 
comes from the combustion of fossil fuels. Table I [6] characterizes the world’s consumption and 
supply of these fuels. Coal and natural gas are the dominant fuels used in generating electricity. 

While there is a 116 year supply in the world reserves, coal has many undesirable characteristics 
from an environmental perspective as a fuel for power generation. About 32% of the US’s electric 
power is currently derived from coal fired turbines, but many coal fired plants in the U.S are being 
retired due to their age and the costs associated with bringing them into compliance with EPA 
requirements for emissions. They are being replaced with N.G. (natural gas) fired turbine systems, 
wind turbines and P.V. (photovoltaic) solar arrays. 

Table I. Worldwide Fossil Fuel Reserves [6]. 

 

Note: Reserves and consumption rates are as reported by EIA for the year indicated and represent the most recent data 

available. Years supply is the ratio of reserves and consumption rates. 

There was a 57.5 year supply of N.G. world-wide at the beginning of 2015, based on 2013 
consumption rates, with two thirds of the reserve located in Russia and the Middle East. North 
America had 13.1 years of proven reserves and is still developing more through investment in 

Consumpt. Reserves Yrs Supply Consumpt. Reserves Yrs Supply Consumpt. Reserves Yrs Supply
2013 2014 2012 2011 2013 2015

T cuft/yr T cuft M tons / yr T tons B brls / day B brls
North America 32.1 422.1 13.1 956 267 280 23.4 218.8 25.6
South America 5.5 277.6 50.3 51 16 313 7.1 329.4 127.4
Europe 18.5 135.9 7.3 1027 91 88 14.2 11.7 2.3
Eurasia 21.9 2177.8 99.2 465 251 541 4.7 118.9 69.5
Middle-East 15.1 2812.8 186.5 23 1 55 8.1 808.1 273.9
Africa 4.6 606.0 132.5 221 35 159 3.6 126.5 96.3
Asia 23.6 540.4 22.9 571 318 56 30.1 46.0 4.2
Total 121.4 6972.5 57.5 8449 980 116 91.3 1659.5 49.8

Natural Gas Coal Oil
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advanced drilling and recovery technologies. As more N.G. turbines are added to the U.S. generation 
base to replace the retiring fleet of coal and nuclear plants, consumption rates for N.G. will rise 
significantly. Future electricity costs are going to become increasingly dependent on efficient use of 
our finite N.G. fuel reserves. CAES (Compressed Air Energy Storage) systems can reduce the fuel 
consumption of NG turbine systems by as much as one half for the same electrical output because 
the high pressure intake air for the turbine comes from a storage reservoir that has been previously 
“charged” using surplus electricity from other sources [7]. In the future our N.G. reserves could 
become as “strategically” valuable as oil has been in prior decades. Conservation of these 
geographically limited resources will become an important part of the U.S. energy roadmap. 

Table II [6] shows the nature of the electric power generated and consumed in the world. 
Twenty two percent of it comes from renewable sources like hydro-electric, solar and wind turbine 
generators. Electric power is widely distributed to customers via large distribution networks but, 
once generated, it is difficult to store in large quantities. Low energy storage devices like batteries, 
supercapacitors, flywheels and superconducting inductors may be used to help regulate voltage, 
frequency and phase angle characteristics of the power. Larger storage systems like CAES 
(Compressed Air Energy Storage) and PHES (Pumped Hydro Energy Storage) are used to provide 
start-up power for plants that have gone off-line or emergency back-up power when unplanned 
interruptions occur. They are also used to balance uneven loads with conventional generation 
capacity, thus helping to reduce capital investments and operating costs.  

Table II. World Wide Electric Power Generation & Consumption for 2012 [6]. 

 

Renewable generation capacity includes wind, solar, geothermal, tidal, hydroelectric and solid waste disposal generators. 

Data is the most recent available. 

Figure 1 shows the trends for different types of electric power generation in the United States. 
Natural gas (N.G.) turbines, Photo Voltaic (P.V.) Solar and Wind turbines are gradually displacing 
coal and nuclear sources in the generation mix. At penetration levels above 15–30% in isolated grids, 
non-dispatch-able generation sources like P.V. solar or wind turbines will ultimately require 
electrical energy storage systems, higher generation flexibility, the introduction of demand response 
and/or higher levels of curtailment (which is ultimately unwanted) [8]. These modifications would be 
needed not only to buffer the irregularity of Wind and Solar, but to match their outputs to the 
variable load conditions on the grid (see Figure 2). The percentage of power when storage will be 

Area Consumption Generation Capacity
Generation %

B kwhrs B kwhrs M kw B kwhrs
North America 4592.1 4943.7 1260.7 949.6 19.2%
South America 999.1 1177.0 279.9 775.7 65.9%
Europe 3313.3 3581.7 1075.3 1040.1 29.0%
Eurasia 1305.4 1479.5 364.4 247.0 16.7%
Middle-East 792.4 907.0 234.8 22.7 2.5%
Africa 600.0 681.2 142.7 119.6 17.6%
Asia 8108.1 8761.6 2191.8 1560.2 17.8%
Total 19710.4 21531.7 5549.6 4714.8 21.9%

Renewable
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required will depend on the details of the grid to which they are connected and the generating 
sources which are feeding it. Smaller localized girds such as those on islands are likely to need 
storage earlier than large interconnected grids. Even though there are cases of very high wind 
penetration without storage or excessive curtailment (e.g. Denmark with 33% Wind energy 
penetration in 2013 [9]), the real amount of energy that was consumed was limited. In Denmark’s 
case only about 50% was consumed locally, while the rest was consumed in neighboring nations [10]. 
Additionally the availability of hydroelectric power from Norway that is dispatch-able helps to 
match the available power to the loads. Dispatch-able storage capacity will be needed to offset the 
loss of the spinning reserves traditionally available from the coal and nuclear fueled generation assets 
that are being retired.  

 

Figure 1. U.S. electrical power production forecast [11]. 

 

Figure 2. Typical load curve fro part of the U.S. “Grid” [11]. 

Figure 2 illustrates the highly variable nature of the load on part of the U.S. electric grid. Hourly 
demand (vertical axis) is organized in descending order (in M Watts) from the highest to the lowest 
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over the course of a year (horizontal axis). For this part of the Grid, peak demand occurs in the 
afternoon hours of the summer and the night-time hours of the winter. The “Base Load” region 
requires 1500 MW per hour continuously over an entire year. The “Intermediate Load” region 
requires power between 1500 MW and 4000 MW per hour, depending on the time of day and the 
season of the year. The “Peak Load” part requires 4000 MW to 6000 MW per hour, but only for a 
few hours each day for parts of the year. Utility operators have to have enough generation capacity to 
meet peak demand whenever it occurs, so a lot of under-utilized generation capacity exists in the 
network. Energy storage technologies like PHES or CAES allow operators to “time shift” some of 
this excess capacity to higher demand periods, thus reducing overall capital investment, operating 
costs and pollution output of the system. Demand response is another way to shift the loads and can 
be used in place of energy storage in cases where the portions of the load are flexible and can be 
shifted in time by amounts large enough to compensate for the lack of power for time mismatches 
between the load and the electrical energy generation system. A demand response system can be 
implemented by preprograming the loads so that they are staggered or time shifted so as to reduce 
the peak load or to match the projected input from the renewable energy sources. A better match is 
obtained by overlaying a communications system on the power distribution system. This approach 
can open up the grid to a large number of inputs from smart meters which can provide detailed 
information on the loads or distributed power sources such as solar cells and their location. 
Optimizing controls and minimizing  the capital and maintenance costs in a  distribution system is a 
problem of current interest as is the problem of securing the system against false or malleolus data. 
As more intermittent sources replace conventional spinning reserves, more storage capacity or loads 
which can be time shifted will be required to match capacity with demand on a real time basis. 

2. Renewable Energy Sources Drive Energy Storage Requirements 

Renewable energy sources are displacing traditional fossil fuel sources in many parts of the 
world due to their low operating costs and emissions. The following describes the prominent 
renewable power generation technologies in use: 
 Hydro-electric power plants (2.7%) **1use the gravitational energy stored in water behind their 

dams to generate electricity. C.F. ***2 ranges from 28% to 45% depending on seasonal variation 
in water flow [12].  

 P.V. Solar Arrays (0.62%) **convert the energy of photons emitted by the sun into electric energy, 
creating an electric current. The average C.F. ***for P.V. Solar arrays in the U.S during 2015 was 
28.6% [12]. Peak power is generated from these systems when the sun is directly overhead and 
the atmosphere is free of particulates moisture, and clouds. Output is also highly dependent on 
latitude, the orientation of the arrays and the effects of shadows from nearby obstructions. 

 Wind Turbines (2.01%) **convert the kinetic energy in the wind into rotational energy in the 
blades of the turbines. The average C.F. ***for wind turbines in the U.S. in 2015 was 32.5% [12]. 

                                                            
1 ** (%) indicates contribution to U.S. generation base in 2015 [13]. 
2 *** Capacity Factor (C.F.) = actual power delivered for 1 year / rated power possible on a continuous basis. Systems with high C.F.s (Coal, Nuclear, 

Hydroelectric) are used for Base power generation. Sources like wind and solar have low C.F.s and are difficult to dispatch due to their intermittent 

nature. Natural gas systems are easy to dispatch so their C.F.s vary depending on how they are used - some for extended periods to cover long periods 

of intermediate demand, others only for peak loads because of their high fuel consumption.  
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Output is highly dependent on atmospheric wind conditions and geographic location. Wind 
velocities that are too low reduce output. Wind velocities that are too high cause the turbines to 
be “caged” so they won’t be damaged.  

 Biomasses (5.35%) **, which refer to the use of the chemical energy contained in biological 
matter (Wood, Biofuels…etc). This energy is normally released by burning the biomass like 
traditional fossil fuels and exploited in thermal engines. The C.F. for Biomasses in the U.S was 
52.9% in 2015 [12]. The output is very constant and does not provide problems to the grid, as it 
can be deployed like traditional fossil energy sources. 

 Tidal Flow Systems harness the gravitational energy in the tidal flows that occur at the 
boundaries of the ocean with the land. These offer promise, but their use is limited by 
geographical and environmental constraints. 

As coal and nuclear-fired plants are replaced by wind and P.V. solar sources in the U.S. electric 
grid, the ability of operators to dispatch power on demand will become more difficult. Figures 3 and 
4 [14] show how much variability there is in solar array output from day to day. Figure 5 [15] shows 
how, over a 7 day period, the output of a typical wind farm is poorly correlated with the demand 
curve. Wind and solar sources are neither continuous nor dispatch-able and can create serious 
instabilities in the Grid, especially during peak loading conditions. On “bad” days, “emergency” 
back-up power from dispatch-able sources must be added to the Grid, often at considerable expense.  

.  

Figure 3. San Luis Valley Solar Data (09/12/2010) Bad Day [14]. 
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Figure 4. San Luis Valley Solar Data (09/11/2010) Good Day [14]. 

 

Figure 5. Bonneville Power Administration Data [15]. 

On “bad” days (when the sun and wind are not optimal) and at night (for solar arrays), base 
power generation resources (fossil fuel, nuclear and hydroelectric systems) must cover the 100% of 
the load. The system must have sufficient capacity to meet peak load requirements at all times. On 
“good” days, wind and solar power outputs are nearly ideal because they are fuel and pollution free, 
but that power output is not needed because the load is already covered by conventional sources. 
Without some large scale storage asset in the system, full utilization of this “free” power requires 
that other sources be “throttled” back or shut down. Fossil fuel plants are designed to deliver 
optimum performance at peak power output settings. Ramping can significantly increase the 
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operating and maintenance costs and decrease the lifetime of the equipment, especially in coal fired 
systems. Balancing these costs with all of the other constraints for power quality and environmental 
impact on a continuous basis is a complex management problem that ultimately affects utility rates. 

A graphical representation of this dilemma is shown Figure 6a, where solar & wind outputs are 
compared to demand levels for a winter day in California. As solar sources ramp up, conventional 
sources must be ramped down to meet regulatory requirements. In this case, there is as much as 
13,000 MW of excess total capacity in the system during the day. As the sun goes down, 
conventional resources have to be ramped up to cover both the peak evening load and the loss of the 
solar input. Operators have two choices during the day—shut off traditional base power assets or 
refuse the solar and wind energy. Either way, a big part of the capital investment in generation assets 
(both traditional and renewable) becomes “stranded” (i.e.no income to pay back the debt incurred to 
build the asset). Regulatory mandates in California require operators to utilize renewables first, so 
the other assets in place to cover the load when solar is not producing do not create enough daily 
revenue to pay for themselves. The same situation occurs with wind turbine power. Higher utility 
rates are required during the peak load periods if the utility companies are to service their debt and 
remain profitable. 

This situation becomes even more dramatic in the autumn months as shown in figure 6b, when 
cooling demand is lower at midday (reduced peak power requirements), and when the solar power is 
more available. In effect, large numbers of capital assets are either generating un-needed power or 
they are idle. High capacity storage systems like PHES and CAES can move un-needed blocks of 
energy to peak load periods, thereby reducing the overall generation cost. Energy storage can also 
smooth out the irregularities in solar and wind output so the disruptions become virtually invisible to 
the grid. The basic financial tradeoff is where to place the upfront capital investment in order to 
lower the overall operating cost of the system, the total capital investment required to support the 
demand and meet the environmental pollution restrictions.  

  

Figure 6a. Supply/Demand Characteristics for a Day in California (data from [16]).  
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Figure 6b. Daily Supply/Demand graphs for a Day in California [17]. 

There are several other issues that affect the decision to deploy high capacity storage systems in 
the power network: 

 Site geology limitations  
 Facility siting (Proximity to transmission trunks, and natural gas supplies) 
 Permitting barriers (multiple state, local and federal agencies control site development)  
 Cycle times to get all of the approvals needed (10 year cycle times are typical) 
 Politics 

3. Electrical Energy Storage Facts 

Electrical energy storage devices do not generate electrical power by themselves. They must be 
recharged by an external source each time their energy is depleted. Losses occur in these 
charge/discharge cycles. These losses are reflected in “Round-Trip Efficiency” (RTE) metrics 
(Energy out/Energy in). There are two kinds of losses - conversion (heat, friction) and storage 
(leakage). 

 In supercapacitor and flywheel systems, conversion losses are typically small, so they can be 
used for high power applications, but their internal storage losses can be substantial. In 
supercapacitors, internal charge levels are subject to leakage or recombination effects that are 
a function of time and temperature. In flywheels, the internal air friction leads to higher 
storage losses in the long run. RTE’s over 90% are reported for short term applications [18,19]. 

 In battery systems both conversion and storage losses play a role, partly due to Ohmic and 
Activation losses during charging and discharging and partly due to leakage or recombination 
effects. All these effects result in RTE’s of 70% to 85% [18,19].  

 PHES systems can have significant conversion and storage losses based on piping design, 
reservoir size, evaporation, and leakage rates. RTE’s of 70% to 80% are reported [19]. 

 CAES systems use NG fuel to generate the output power, so RTEs are more difficult to 
compute. Such plants generate 1.2 to 1.8 times more electricity than they use to compress the 
air, so RTE appears to be >1.0. However, when the natural gas fuel is factored into the 
computation of efficiency, RTEs of 42% to 55% are indicated [19]. 
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A. The capacity of energy storage systems is an important factor when considering its 
application. It depends primarily on three factors—how much output power must/can be 
delivered per unit time, how long a period of time that power must be delivered, and the 
conversion and storage losses during that period of time. CAES and PHES are a special case, 
since their size and output capacity depend primarily on the site geology and physical 
dimensions of the storage reservoirs.  

B. Response time to a change in load is an important consideration. Supercapacitor, 
superconducting inductor and battery systems respond in milliseconds and are limited only by 
the impedance internal to the device and the wiring connecting it to the load. PHES systems 
have response times comparable to hydroelectric generation facilities (~5 minutes). CAES 
systems are comparable to NG fired turbine generators (3–5 minutes if the turbines are hot, 
10–15 minutes if they are cold) [20]. 

C. Cost is a big determinant in the design of a storage system. Operating costs of storage 
systems are typically lower than conventional generation assets, but the up-front capital 
construction costs are large and usually additive to the capitalization in the network [21]. 

4. Descriptions of Electrical Energy Storage Systems 

Figure 7 shows the characteristics of a variety of energy storage systems and the areas where 
they are used in the electric utility industry [22]. 

 

Figure 7. Capacity vs. Power Ratings for Various Storage Systems [22]. 

The choice of energy storage systems vs the cost of generation by sources such as natural gas or 
shifting in load with a demand response is an important issue in deciding whether or not to install an 
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energy storage system. The costs of energy storage systems include the capital costs for its purchase, 
installation, and maintenance which must be estimated over the projected lifetimes. See Table III. It 
is to be noted that pumped hydroelectric systems have relatively high capacities and capital costs, 
low operations and maintenance costs and long lifetimes. Batteries have relatively small capacities 
and short lifetimes.  

Table III. Costs for Energy Storage Systems. 

Type of Storage Storage Capacity 
(MWh) 

Energy Capital 
Cost 

($/kWh) 

Power Capital 
Cost ($/kW) 

Operating Cost Comments 

Batteries - Lead 
Acid 

0.001 – 40 [23] 50 – 400[23] 
~400-850[24] 

300 – 600[23] 
~1650-3900[24] 

50 $/kW/yr[23] 
15 $/kW[18] 

 

Batteries - NiCd 6.75[23] 400-240023 
~700-1000[24] 

500-1500 
~2800-5000[24] 

20 $/kW/yr[23] 
15 $/kW[18] 

 

Batteries – Lithium 0.004 – 10[23] 600-3800[23] 
~550-650[24] 

900-4000[23] 
~2500-3300[24] 

10 $/kW[18]  

Batteries – Flow 2 – 60[23] 150 -1000[23] 
~300-550[24] 

600-1500[23] 
~1500-2000[24] 
 

70 $/kW/yr[23] 
28 $/kW[18] 

 

Capacitors - 500-1000[23] 200-400[23] 13 $/kW/yr[23]  
Super Capacitors 0.0005[23] 300-2000[23] 

~850-1000[24] 
100-450[23] 
~250-300[24] 

6 $/kW/yr[23]  

Inductors - - - -  

SMES 0.0008 – 0.015[23] 1000-72000[23] 
~6400-8300[24] 

200-500[23] 
~300-700[24] 

18.5 
$/kW/yr[23] 
10 $/kW[18] 

 

Flywheels 0.005 - 5[23] 1000-14000[23] 
~2300-30000[24] 

250-350[23] 
~700-1800[24] 

20 $/kW/yr[23] 
18 $/kW[18] 

 

PHES 180 -8000[23] 10-100[23] 
~100-200[24] 

2000-4300[23] 
~1200-2000[24] 

3 $/kW/yr[23] 
3 $/kW[18] 

 

CAES - Geologic 580 - 2860[23] 2-120[23] 
~50-100[24] 

400-1000[23] 
~1000-1200[24] 

19-25 
$/kW/yr[23] 
6 $/kW[18] 

 

CAES – Above 
Ground 

0.002 – 0.01[23] 200-250[23] 
~200-300[24] 

500-1550[23] 
~1500-1800[24] 

-  

  
4.1. Battery Energy Storage (BES) 

Batteries are the oldest and most pervasive of the energy storage technologies in use. Figure  
8 [25] shows the range of battery technologies from the common non-rechargeable alkaline batteries 
used in portable electronics, to stationary high power Lead-Acid or Ni-Cd battery systems that are 
used for Grid scale energy storage purposes [25]. 

Batteries consist of one or more electrochemical cells, containing an electrolyte solution and 2 
electrodes. During the charging cycle, a DC (Direct Current) electrical source is connected to the 
electrodes, causing the electrolyte solution to change its chemical state. When the energy is needed 
during the discharge cycle, the chemical reaction is reversed, thus reducing the energy content of the 
electrolyte solution, releasing the “stored” electrical energy to the load. 
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Batteries have rapid response times and high energy densities, but they have limited life times 
(shelf-life and # of charge/discharge cycles). They are also subject to considerable auto-discharge 
between cycles. Weight, size and cost for battery systems are directly proportional to energy storage 
capacity, so their uses on the Grid are limited to low to medium power back-up and load smoothing 
applications [19,20]. 

The total BES systems cost depends on the application, for which it is used. For Load Shifting 
purposes, which require high capacities, BES systems outperform Supercapacitors and 
Superconducting Inductors in terms of cost, but are 2 to 5 times more expensive than Large scale 
systems such as CAES and PHS [4,18]. 

 

Figure 8. Energy vs Power Density for Various Battery Technologies [25]. 

4.2. Flow Batteries 

Flow Batteries are a hybrid between fuel cells and batteries. The electron exchange that 
normally happens inside the electrolyte of a normal battery occurs through an isolating membrane in 
a flow battery and involves the interaction of two separate electrolyte solutions, as in a fuel cell. 
Figure 9 shows a schematic of a flow battery [26]. 

During the storage cycle, a DC voltage differential between the electrodes causes a chemical 
reduction reaction in one electrolyte and an oxidation reaction in the other. The membrane between 
the half cells prevents the electrolytes from mixing but selected ions can pass through it, allowing the 
electrical energy to be stored in chemical form in each solution. When the electrical energy is needed, 
the electrolytes are pumped back into the electrochemical cells where the reverse reaction occurs, 
releasing electrons that are transported from the electrodes to the load. Since the electrolytes are 
stored in separate tanks, the storage capacity of the battery is totally a function of the size of the 
tanks [27]. The cost of a flow battery energy storage system is very high compared to other 
electrochemical energy storage systems, at least for low capacity applications, such as frequency 
regulation and power quality. The system is competitive with BES systems only for load shifting 
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applications, due to the ease to scale the capacity of the system, even though the cost is still two 
times the one of more traditional systems such as Lead Batteries. Further cost reductions will be 
needed to make this technology economically attractive [18].  

 

Figure 9. Schematic Representation of a Flow Battery [26]. 

4.3. Capacitors and Supercapacitors 

Capacitors—A capacitor is a device that stores electric charge on a set of metal (conducting) 
surfaces separated by a dielectric (non-conducting) material like ceramic, mica, plastic or glass. A 
cross-sectional diagram of a multi-layered capacitor is shown in Figure 10. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Capacitor Cross-sectional Diagram and Symbol. 

The capacitance (expressed in Farads) is given by the formula: C = ε x A/d, where: 
- ε is the dielectric constant of the material between the plates,  
- A is the area of the plates 
- d is the distance between the plates 
The energy that can be stored in a capacitor is given by the formula: U = ½ *C * V2, where  

- C is the capacitance 
- V is the voltage across the electrodes. 

Symbol 

                       = Dielectric 

 

                       = Conductor Plate 

           = Electrons 

            = + Charge 
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The maximum amount of voltage that can be applied is a function of the dielectric strength of 
the material and its thickness. 

Super Capacitors—High capacity super-capacitors (or Ultra-capacitors) are electrochemical 
devices which are a hybrid between conventional capacitors and batteries. Fig 11 [28] shows a cross-
sectional diagram. The device takes advantage of the electrochemical storage in the electrolyte (like 
conventional batteries) and the very narrow separation between the plates (~1 nano-meter) to achieve 
high capacitance. Super-capacitors are a relatively new technology and are suitable for low to 
medium power phase correction and voltage / frequency stabilization applications. 

The low cost of supercapacitor based energy storage systems for high power applications (about 
300$/kW) combined with its high cost for high capacities (30000$/kWh) [18] pushes the application 
for low energy, high power applications. In power quality applications, which satisfy these needs, 
supercapacitors are cheaper than battery systems and are competitive with Flywheel, and 
Superconducting Inductors. 

 

Figure 11. Schematic of a Super-capacitor [28]. 

4.4. Superconducting Inductors (SMES—Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage) 

An inductor is a device that stores energy in the magnetic field of its coil. Inductance (expressed 
in Henries) is a function of geometry, core materials and size. For a cylindrical, single winding, air 
core device, inductance is given by the following formula: 

L = (μ0 * K * N2 * A)/l where: 

- μ0 = permeability of air = 4 * π * 10−7Henries /m 
- K = Nagaoka constant = 1 for small diameter wires on a large diameter coil 
- N = number of turns in the coil 
- A = the area circumscribed by the coil diameter 
- l = the length of the wire in the winding 

The formula changes significantly for different shapes and core materials. The energy stored in 
an inductor is a function of the current flowing through the device and given by the formula: 

E = (L x I2)/2 where: 

- L = Inductance 

1. Power Source 
2. Collector 
3. Polarized Electrode 
4. Helmholtz Double Layer 
5. Electrolyte 
6. Separator  
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- I = Current 
Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage Systems (SMES)—are inductors that take advantage 

of the increased current carrying capacity and efficiency of superconducting alloys to carry higher 
currents with lower electrical losses. Superconducting metal alloys exhibit no electrical resistance 
when cooled below their critical temperatures (e.g.≈ −270 °C). The higher currents flowing inside 
SMES devices can be maintained with very low I2 R losses for incredibly long periods of time, thus 
maximizing the energy stored per unit volume for a given current input [29,30]. Estimates of its cost 
show a very poor competitiveness in high to medium capacity applications, such as load shifting and 
frequency control, while they appear to be the cheapest solution in power quality applications, where 
extremely short response times are needed. This is due to the very low cost per kW (~300 $/kW) [18].  

4.5. Flywheel Energy Storage (FES) 

FES systems contain massive wheels rotating at very high speeds. The mechanical energy 
(angular momentum) in the wheels is supplied by an electric motor that is powered by the excess 
energy available on the Grid during the spin-up cycle. The mechanical energy in the spinning wheel 
is converted back into electrical energy at a later time by using the motor as a generator. The cross-
sectional schematic of a FES system is shown in detail in figure 12 [31].  

 

Figure 12. Flywheel Energy Storage System [31]. 

The main components of the system are: the flywheel rotor, the electrical Motor/Generator Unit 
(MGU), vacuum container and the bearings. The vacuum chamber and the bearings are designed to 
minimize losses due to friction. 

The amount of energy stored in the system is proportional to the square of the value of the 
angular velocity, and the mass of the flywheel. These systems can deliver several hundred kWatts of 
peak power but only for seconds [32]. The low cost per unit power (350 $/kW) and the relatively low 
cost per unit energy (1000 $/kWh) compared to SMES and Supercapacitors, makes this technology 
attractive for both low and medium capacity applications, with high power requirements, such as 
power quality and frequency regulation [18]. 
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4.6. Pumped Hydroelectric Energy Storage (PHES) 

Pumped Hydroelectric Energy Storage (PHES) accounted for almost 130 GW of installed 
capacity around the world in 2009 [33]. PHES systems offer large storage capacity (10’s of GWhrs) 
and high continuous power output capability (10–1000MW). Atmospheric pollution is zero because 
they consume no fossil fuels. Although up-front capital costs are high, PHES systems are attractive 
because of their very long life cycles (>50 years), very low operating costs and low atmospheric 
pollution levels [34].  

Figure 13 shows a cross-sectional diagram of one configuration for a PHES facility – consisting 
of two water reservoirs situated at different altitudes (>200 feet) with a pumping and piping system 
that connects them to a hydroelectric generator. During low demand periods of the day, electrical 
energy is “stored” by pumping water from the lower reservoir into the upper reservoir. When 
electrical energy is needed, the water is released through the hydroelectric generator. RTEs of 70% 
to 80% are reported [19]. 

 

Figure 13. Schematic of the PHES at Raccoon Mountain [35]. 

Runoff from rain, ice, snow melt, etc. feeds the initial levels in the reservoirs and replenishes 
the water lost to evaporation and leakage. Most of the water is recycled through the system over and 
over again to generate electric power. Where legal and contractual obligations require discharge of 
water from the reservoirs for other uses (irrigation, domestic water supply, etc.), the inflow to the 
upper and lower reservoirs from natural sources must be greater than those demands plus the system 
losses. 

Forty such plants are in operation in the U.S. with a combined capacity of 20.5 GW. More are 
being evaluated, including seven subsurface sites that use existing mining caverns for the storage 
reservoirs. Many potential sites exist across the U.S., especially in areas where flood control and 
future water resource management issues add to the economic benefits. PHES is one of the most 
mature, operationally cost effective and pollution free mechanisms for storing energy.  However, 
deployment is often slowed by long permitting cycle times (10 to 15 years) and obstacles raised by 
land use and environmental impact advocates [34,36]. 
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4.7. Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) 

Compressed Air Energy Storage systems use high pressure air as the energy storage media. This 
technology has been in commercial production for over 40 years and is operating in 2 different 
locations—Huntorf, Germany (commissioned 1978) and McIntosh, Alabama, USA (commissioned 
1991)—for a total of 440 MW of capacity. CAES has characteristics comparable to PHES (large 
capacity and power output) but with lower roundtrip efficiencies (42–55%) [19]. CAES systems 
require an external natural gas fuel source to generate output power. Response times around 15–20 
min have been demonstrated. Figure 14 shows a schematic for the CAES system in McIntosh, 
Alabama [33,37]. 

 

Figure 14. Generic CAES plant scheme [38]. 

The system consists of the compressor train, underground storage reservoir, a gas turbine 
connected to an electric generator and control and switching equipment to connect to the Grid. 
During the charging cycle the compressor raises the pressure of the ambient air up to 45–75 bar using 
the electricity supplied from the electrical grid during off-peak periods The compressed air is stored 
in an underground cavern until peak demand periods when it is mixed with natural gas in the output 
turbine and burned to drive the output stage, thus generating electrical power. Two thirds of the fuel 
in a conventional gas turbine system is consumed just to raise the pressure of the intake air to 
operating pressures. With a CAES system the pressurized intake air comes from the storage reservoir, 
so the total energy contained in the air flow generates electricity more efficiently, at a lower 
operating cost and with lower CO2 emissions than a stand-alone gas turbine generator. The electricity 
required by the compressors can come from any surplus electrical power source (coal, nuclear, 
hydroelectric, wind turbines, P.V. solar panels or even underutilized NG turbines) often at a lower 
cost.  

Site locations for CAES facilities are primarily governed by underground geological conditions. 
The two proven CAES facilities use solution mined salt domes for the storage reservoir. Such 
formations occur in scattered locations around the world and are usually very deep underground 
(>2000 meters). CAES sites also need to be geologically stable. Earthquakes and fault zones can 
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cause deterioration of the reservoir, rendering it inoperable. Other underground storage reservoir 
configurations have been suggested but none have been implemented. Smaller- scale above ground 
storage vessels are available that work the same way as cavern based systems and minimize the 
hazards of underground storage sites [33,37,39]. 

5. Conclusion 

Several different energy storage technologies are in use for maximizing the reliability and 
operation of the electrical network. Each has its relevance based on the size, output rates, response 
times and other technical considerations. The ultimate determinant for choosing a given technology 
distills down to costs—both up-front, one time capital costs and the continuously re-occurring 
operating costs. Detailed analysis of the economic trade-offs are critical to making sound 
investments in energy storage technologies. The pressure to minimize environmental impacts of 
fossil fuels increases with time. The pressure to preserve strategic energy independence and low 
costs will make energy conservation and management through storage technology even more 
important in the future. 
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